Editor’s Note

The following are interviews with foundational design-based research scholars. These interviews were done by graduate students at the American Educational Research Association conference in 2006, under the direction of Dr. Thomas Reeves at the University of Georgia. These and other videos are available at https://edtechbooks.org/-iQ

Sasha Barab “The Development of a Design-Based Researcher” [https://edtechbooks.org/-Qc]

Sasha Barab “Two Examples of Design-Based Research and the Development of Theory” [https://edtechbooks.org/-PDA]

Allen M. Collins “Design-Based Research: Reflections on the Past and the Future” [https://edtechbooks.org/-oEm]

Chris Hoadley “The Unique Attributes of Design-Based Research”
[https://youtu.be/vqefBCppMg]

Anthony E. Kelly “Is Design-Based Research a Method on Its Own?” [https://edtechbooks.org/-HKp]
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